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DISCLAIMER AND TERMS OF USE AGREEMENT  
 
The author and publisher of this Ebook and the accompanying materials have used their best efforts in preparing                  
this Ebook. The author and publisher make no representation or warranties with respect to the accuracy,                
applicability, fitness, or completeness of the contents of this Ebook. The information contained in this Ebook is                 
strictly for educational purposes. Therefore, if you wish to apply ideas contained in this Ebook, you are taking full                   
responsibility for your actions.  
 
The author and publisher disclaim any warranties (express or implied), merchantability, or fitness for any               
particular purpose. The author and publisher shall in no event be held liable to any party for any direct, indirect,                    
punitive, special, incidental or other consequential damages arising directly or indirectly from any use of this                
material, which is provided “as is”, and without warranties.  
 
The author and publisher do not warrant the performance, effectiveness or applicability of any sites listed or                 
linked to in this Ebook. All links are for information purposes only and are not warranted for content, accuracy or                    
any other implied or explicit purpose.  
 
This Ebook is © copyrighted by Frank Bunn and is protected under the US Copyright Act of 1976 and all other                     
applicable international, federal, state and local laws, with ALL rights reserved. No part of this may be copied, or                   
changed in any format, sold, or used in any way other than what is outlined within this Ebook under any                    
circumstances without express permission from Frank Bunn. 
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This is a Casino. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
And the gambler in this casino is only gambling IF... 
 

● The most likely outcome of her bet is a loss. 
● She does not have a basic understanding of probability. 
● She does not play long enough and... 
● If she does not make the proper bet. 

 
That is the difference between a guy like this... 
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...and my girlfriend Candy here. She made a fortune. 

You see, Candy understands the basics of applied mathematics that anyone can            
learn. She knows just enough about simple statistics. Stuff that anyone can            
understand. And she has a system which gives her the best chance of winning. 
 
I might be in love with Candy, but she doesn’t know that, so let’s just move on.  
 
In this short, entertaining eBook, I'm going to show you exactly HOW TO             
TRADE BINARY OPTIONS - and anything else you might want to trade - as              
well as 3 crucial SECRETS that you absolutely must know in order to trade              
binary options profitably. I am also going to show you how to trade listed stock               
and index options that potentially have a much higher probability of success. 
 
By the end of this eBook you are going to know everything necessary to make               
money trading any financial instrument you choose because you will understand           
the difference between games of chance and games of risk. Pretty cool, huh? 
 
Let's start with a BINARY OPTION. What exactly is it? 
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First we need to know what an OPTION is. 
 
An option is a contract (between a buyer and a seller) that gives the buyer the                
right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell an asset (called the underlying asset)               
at a specific price (called the strike) on or before a certain date or time.  
 

 
 
Sounds complicated, but it's not. Let's break it down. 
 
We want to focus on four (4) things:  
 

● the CONTRACT... 
● the ASSET... 
● the STRIKE PRICE and...  
● TIME. 

 
The CONTRACT that you buy is either a CALL (if you think the market is going                
up) or a PUT (if you think the market will fall). Either way you buy one or the                  
other. 
 
If your position expects the market to rise you are considered LONG. And if your               
position expects the market to fall you are considered SHORT. 
 
Next, the underlying ASSET (thing you are trading with the option because it is a               
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derivative) can either be a stock, index, commodity or Forex pair. 
 
The STRIKE PRICE is the fixed price at which you agree to buy or sell the                
underlying asset should you decide to exercise your right with the option. 
 
And finally, TIME refers to the specific date or time of expiration when the              
contract and its obligation terminates. This can be in a minute, an hour, a week               
or even a year or more. It all depends on what the buyer and seller agree to do. 
 

  
 
Here is the key. At expiration (see time above) the price of the asset is either                
above or below the STRIKE PRICE. If the price of the underlying asset is above               
the strike for a call contract at expiration or below the strike for a put contract,                
then the option is said to be IN THE MONEY. You win. 
 
If at expiration the asset price is below the strike for a call, or above the strike for                  
a put the the contract is said to be OUT OF THE MONEY. You lose.  
 
Let's see how this works with a binary option trade on a binary option order entry                
screen. 
 
You will first have to know which market or stock you want to trade. Available               
assets will be listed in this drop down combo box. In this case, I have selected                
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the stock of Amazon with the ticker symbol AMZN. 
 

 
 
You then must choose the contract you wish to trade, being either a call or a put: 

 
 
To position yourself for a rally in AMZN, you will need a call option (you select                
the green button). If you anticipate that AMZN will fall, you will select a put               
option (the red button). 
 
Next is the strike price. This is the stipulated contract price. So remember that if               
you buy a call, the market must close over this price at expiration of the option or                 
if you purchase a PUT, the market must close under this price at expiration. 
 
Check it out: 
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The last variable is time. This criteria determines when the option will expire.             
Binary options and listed options in general have a wide variety of expiration             
alternatives. 
 

 
 
Turbo binary option contracts have an expiration window of one (1) minute.            
Digital binary option contracts have an expiration window of one (1) hour or             
more.  
 
You should also know about several Exotic binary option possibilities. 
 
The first one is touch. Touch binaries require that a stock or market trade to a                
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certain level (this being the strike price) prior to expiration.  

 
 
The next exotic is a range binary option. In this case the stock or market must                
end within a pre-specified price range (up and down) at expiration.  

 
 
Since the strike prices with exotics are more specific about what must happen at              
expiration in order for your position to be in the money (a winner), the profit is                
greater. That is, the broker payout is higher. More on this later. 
 
In this example, we are looking at a turbo binary option trade, so expiration will               
be in the next minute. And we think that AMZN will rally or move higher. As such                 
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we will  be choosing a call option. 
 
At the end of the next 60 seconds if the price of AMZN closes above 398.445                
(which is the strike price for this call) then the option will expire in the money and                 
we win the trade.  

 
However, if we purchase that same call option and at the end of the next 60                
seconds the price of AMZN closes below 398.445 the option will expire out of              
the money. The trade will be lost. 

 
Let's take a closer look at how this actually works in terms of making or losing                
money. 
 
The cost of the option contract is referred to as the premium or investment.              
You can bet $5, $10, $100 or even $500 dollars or more on any single option,                
depending on the size or your account. You must have enough cash to             
purchase the entire lot. This is called cash settlement. More on this later.  
 
The amount you receive at expiration if the option is OTM (in the money) is               
referred to as the payout. Most payouts for turbo and digital options are             
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somewhere between 65-80%. Let's assume in this case, the payout is 75%, so             
at expiration if your option is OTM you will receive 175% (your initial investment              
plus 75% more). 
 
Let's assume you make a bet of 100 dollars. The payout, if you win the trade,                
will be 75 dollars. So assuming in the case of AMZN we purchased a 100 dollar                
call, we would win $75 at the end of the next minute if the option expired ITM (in                  
the money).  
 
If the option expires OTM, we lose the entire amount of our bet or investment,               
which is $100. This does not sound like the best deal. Do not worry, I will                
demonstrate exactly how to beat the game in a minute. 
 

 
 
But speaking of games, you first need to know a little bit more about the big                
picture. The best analogies come from casino games.  
 
The first thing we notice is that payouts vary, depending on the odds of one               
party winning or losing the game whether it be a dice roll or a spin of the roulette                  
wheel. Most of these games are what is known as zero-sum. 
 
This means there is one winner and one loser where the amount of the win is                
equal to the loss. With these types of games, the house (casino) maintains what              
is called a statistical edge. This statistical edge results in what is referred to as a                
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POSITIVE EXPECTED VALUE for the Casino. We will learn all about this in a              
minute.  
 
But in order to proceed you must first understand the statistical edge called a              
NEGATIVE CUMULATIVE PAYOUT.  

 
This simply means that in each game, the dealer here          
(her name is Bunny, by the way) typically wins more          
than she pays out (or loses). 
 
That is right. The house structures the games such         
that winners are inherently larger than losses. This        
negative cumulative payout is the house edge. 
 
So if you noticed that with binary option trades, your          
losses are larger than you winners, you are correct.         
The same negative cumulative payout found in casino        

gaming is also found in the binary options market.  
 
Let's take a closer look so you really understand this. We will begin with your               
binary options broker.  
 
Let's assume the option premiums (also called investments or bets) are $100            
each and the broker counts on only winning 3 out of 10 trades with a payout of                 
70%. Remember, in a zero-sum game one party bets directly against another.  
 
In this case it is you against the broker or the parties he represents. 
 
Here is a breakdown of the trades: On the 3 wins, the broker earns $300 (since                
you lose your entire investment on a loss). On the other 7 losses, he keeps $210                
(which is 30 dollars per trade) because he only pays out 70%. 
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The broker's total payout is $49, this being 70$ for each of the 7 losses or                
payouts he makes. Even at this low win rate, the broker still earns a total of $20                 
over all 10 trades, even though he loses the majority of them. Imagine how              
much better the broker does if he has a higher win rate.  
 
As a result, his expected value is $2. $2 is the average gain over all 10 trades                 
($20 divided by 10 trades). The expected value is really important. You will fully              
understand this concept in a minute, just hang on. We need to look at how you,                
the trader, do first. 
 
You. Assuming you are playing with $100 bets or premiums per trade, and             
assuming you are able to win half your trades, the trade breakdown looks like              
this: On the 5 wins you receive $350 ($70 payout times 5). And on the 5 losses                 
you give back a total of $500 (5 times $100). 
 
This gives you a net loss of $150 on all ten trades and an expected value of a                  
$1.50 loss. This is a negative expected value. 
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This is not what we want. But hold on, all is not lost. 
 
Let's assume a different scenario where you win 60% of your trades. Over 6              
wins and 4 losses we have a total profit of $20 and a positive expected value of                 
$2. Hey, we are in the money!  
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But wait, only by a small margin. We are looking for the big bucks, the house on                 
the hill, the ferrari, a girlfriend named Bunny. I digress.  
 
And besides, how many trades can you realistically make given such a low             
average winner? Glad you asked. I am going to show you exactly how to do it,                
but first you need a quick, simple lesson in statistics. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You see casinos and our friend Bunny can operate with small expected values.             
Why? And how? 
 
Because they can play very large numbers of games. 
 
Let's look at the law of large numbers and how this really works. 
 
With the law of large numbers, in a very big sample of, let's say, binary options                
trades or casino games, the average result should converge very closely on the             
expected value. So any one trade or game does not matter much because there              
are so many of them in the sample. 
 
But in a small sample, variation in outcomes is greater so you need a large               
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expected value. Let's face it, $2 a trade will not pay off the porsche we just                
ordered. 
 
To get a clearer picture let's look at a statistical sample. Here we see a bunch of                 
trades denoted by money symbols. Trades ABOVE the line are profitable, trades            
BELOW the line are losses. More trades are added as time goes by as denoted               
by the the TIMELINE on the lower axis. 
 

 
 
A typical (average) result of all these trades is referred to as the central              
tendency. You can see that in this sample there are more winners than losers,              
winners are also greater than losers for the most part, and the central tendency              
is positive. 
 
This is how a typical sample would look like for a binary options broker.              
Obviously, over time the business is quite profitable.  
 
Let's examine a much smaller distribution. Here we see only a few trades. 
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This is what your trade sample looks like in your binary options account if you               
only take a few trades and win about 60% of the time. 
 
The central tendency is negative for the most part since losses are larger than              
winners. Any one trade is very important and could tip the profit scale into              
positive or negative territory. 
 
It is imperative that you understand this. Small samples are fragile and prone to              
error since there are fewer results. This is a problem. Also, the average trade              
amount is not as obvious as it is in the larger sample.  
 
Let's see how this plays out when we compare you and the binary options              
broker side by side. 
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The broker wins $100 and pays out $70. 1-for-1, that is 1 win and 1 loss, he has                  
a profit of $30. On the other hand, you win $70 and lose $100, so the 1-to-1                 
ratio is a loss of $30. 
 
With your new statistical expertise you now can see that the binary options             
broker has a statistical edge over the investor. 
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OK. Now that you see the big picture, I can show you how to beat the game.                 
Remember the 3 secrets that I mentioned at the beginning of the eBook? 
 
Well, now we can discuss them.  
 
Secret #1. A win rate of 70% or better.  
 
This means that in order to effectively make binary options trading worth your             
time and energy (compared to other types of trading or investing), you must win              
at least 7 out of every 10 trades you make. 
 

 
 
Take a look: 70% wins gives you an expected value of $19 with a large sample,                
80% winners gives you an expected value of $36 and winning 9 out of 10 trades                
will offer an expected value of a whopping $53. It is possible to achieve these               
types of win rates. More on this in a minute. 
 
Secret #2: Compile a large trade sample.  
 
A large sample is more likely to converge on the expected value around the              
central tendency. So you must have a method or strategy that permits you to              
take frequent trades while maintaining a higher win rate. We will discus high win              
rates later. Now for the last secret. 
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Secret #3: Trade ONLY with a statistical, probabilistic ‘edge’.  
 
The most important of the three, this is the strategy which allows you to achieve               
a higher win rate and a larger sample than other traders who are trying to beat                
the game just like you. 
 

 
 
It is possible to learn recurring price patterns which are very likely to result in               
profit. These patterns, when traded properly, can give you just the statistical            
edge that you need. 
 
I know because I do this everyday.  
 
How is this possible? Because of something called information asymmetry.          
Information asymmetry is part of a science called contract theory. It deals with             
decision making in transactions where one party has more or better information            
than another regarding potential outcomes. 
 
Within random price movement, there are specific technical triggers that can be            
traded over and over again. These triggers offer a greater probability of one             
thing happening over another; that is, the greater likelihood of the trader being             
correct about his or her analysis.  
 
Take at look at how this works. 
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Information asymmetry results in technical triggers which produce viable ‘edges’          
in the trading game that can be exploited in your favor (given the reality of               
random outcomes). 
 
If it sounds like you can become the house (casino), you may be correct.  
 
This is how professional screen traders like myself make money. The same way             
that a professional gambler is able to consistently profit at a casino. It may be               
gambling for you, or the girl at the beginning of the ebook but not for the pro.                 
And not for me either. We are masters of applied mathematics. 
 
At frankbunn.com we specialize in this type of probabilistic trading; trade           
strategies with high percentage win rates. We also know lots about trade            
sampling and how to create a trading businesses because we have been doing             
it for years.  
 
Hey, I almost forgot about the other form of options trading I mentioned earlier. It               
is possible to trade listed options with a much higher success rate than the one               
found in binary options trading.  
 
It has to do with market price trends and something called Trend Flow             
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Analysis. In trend flow analysis, options trades are placed with very low risk and              
the possibility of theoretically unlimited profit potential.  
 

 
 
Although unlimited reward is not possible realistically, your winners can be           
much, much larger than your losers. This is the exact opposite of what you find               
in binary options trading.  
 
Let's take a look at risk versus reward and the risk/reward ratio so you know               
what I'm talking about. 
 
With binary options you risk 1 and your reward is capped at 0.7. As seen in                
earlier trade examples, you risk $100 and make $70. There is nothing wrong             
with this type of trading, as long as you understand the odds and how to beat                
the game as we have discussed. 
 
But with listed options (calls and puts on stocks and indexes with longer             
expiration terms), your risk can be 1 and the reward can be 3 times that risk or                 
even more!  
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This means you could risk $100 and make $300 or more on a winner.  
 

 
 
Check it out. The bigger the reward (larger winners), the fewer trades you have              
to take and the less winners you need overall. In fact, your sample does not               
have to be nearly as large as one in a binary options trading strategy. This is                
because your expected value is so much larger! 
 
So just remember: 
 

● When your winners are larger than your losers...  
● When you have a high number of winners, and...  
● When your trade sample is large (remember the law of large numbers). 

 
You can "beat the house” as my grandpappy used to say. 
 
And that means you become the casino. And we all know they are making              
serious cash. How cool is that? 
 
Oh hey, I gotta get back to Candy. She is cleaning up at the roulette wheel.                
What can I say? She’s a sucker for brainy guys. 
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If you want to learn how to trade binary options, listed options, stocks or just               
about any other financial security, click the link below now to visit… 
 

frankbunn.com 
 
My goal is YOUR success, 

Frank Bunn 
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